The Mira Foundation believes in the equality for all bodies. Our goal is to promote the autonomy and social inclusion of persons with visual and physical disabilities as well as those on the autism spectrum. For this purpose, we provide dogs, free of charge, that are bred and trained to meet their needs.

In 1981, Mira founded the first French-speaking Canadian guide dog school, and has since then provided over 3,000 guide dogs and service dogs. Mira receives no subsidies and relies entirely on donations from the general public for its funding. Without the generosity and initiative of people like you, Mira would be unable to reach its goals. You make all the difference, and we are truly grateful that you wish to help raise awareness of our mission.

The Mira Foundation must approve your request before starting any procedures. It is therefore important to send us the Presentation Request form. Please allow an estimated delay of up to 10 business days before receiving an answer to your request.

Facebook: Fondation MIRA Inc. (official page)
Instagram: @fondationmira/#mirafoundation
WHAT DOES A PRESENTATION BY THE MIRA FOUNDATION INVOLVE?

A Mira Foundation representative and a Mira dog will visit to your school or your business to talk about different aspects of the Foundation, adapted to the age and needs of the group.

DISCUSSION

1. Short history (Mira’s beginnings, name, mission, etc.)
2. Various programs and services offered (guide dogs, service dogs, PDD service dogs)
3. Dog breeds
4. The training and life of a Mira dog
5. Benefits of a Mira dog
6. Mira bandanas and harness
7. Presentation of the facilities
8. Period of questions

Duration: Plan for 1 hour and 30 minutes

Location: Plan for a sufficiently large area according to the number of students. The dog and representative must be able to move freely. Avoid places where there is a lot of food that could tempt the dog.

Technical requirements: Have a microphone on hand if there are a many students in a big room. The representative has visual material on a USB key. If you have access to a laptop, projector, and screen, photos and videos can be presented.

COSTS

The price for a Mira presentation in a school, day camp or non-profit organization is $300. The corporate rate is $600. Please not that $50 will be charged for additional presentations and that a surplus may be requested for a presentation more than 100 km outside of Mira’s radius. The Mira Foundation reserves the right to refuse a presence if the location is too far away and does not allow us to cover our costs. Please not that we do not offer presentations in daycares.
Mira Presentation Request Form

School board ____________________________
Address ________________________________________________________________
City/Province ___________________________ Postal code _________________________
Telephone ______________________________ Email _______________________________
Person in charge _________________________

Desired date ______________________________
Hours (plan for 1.5 hrs) ____________________________
Number of participants ______________________ Age of participants ___________________
Location of the presentation ________________________________
Access to a computer/projector? (optional): ____________________________
Are any participants allergic to dogs? _________________________________
Are any participants afraid of dogs? _________________________________
Language of the presentation  French_____ English_____  

Did you know that Mira collects ink cartridges?
Take the opportunity to raise awareness within your organization or school about this environmental initiative that contributes to funding the Mira Foundation.
For more information on this program, visit our website : mira.ca.

☐ Tick the box if you wish to receive the registration form for the cartridge recycling program.

If you have any questions, do not hesitate to contact us.

Head Office
Marie-Neige Filteau
Administrative Event Coordinator
1820 Rang Nord-Ouest
Sainte-Madeleine, QC, J0H 1S0
Tel: 450-795-3725, Ext. 226
Fax: 450-795-3789
mnfilteau@mira.ca